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S P E R A IN D E O

City eyes super-fast fiber plan
Alex Bellca
W orld Co-Editor

H O P E COLLEGE ♦ HOL L A N D , M I C H I G A N

Email from Board of Trustee
Chairperson clarifies situation
Alek Molenaar

After Google began rolling
out its Google Fiber internet
service in 2010 to select cities,
web users around the country
have been salivating over the
opportunities that access to an
ultra-high-speed internet con
nection would provide.
N o w the city of Holland is
studying different options as
it looks to roll out its own m u 
nicipally-owned fiber offering
to city and business residents
through the Holland Board of
Public Works (BPW) the entity
that currently provides electrical
and water service.
The city is including $25,000
in its 2017 budget to conduct
engineering work on an estimat
ed $1 million project to bring
fiber internet to 8th Street in
Downtown Holland. The city is
also studying the possibility of
someday offering service to ev
ery address within Holland.
Fiber optic cables send sig
nal as pulses of light through
thin strands of cable allowing

crease the diversity of the stu
dent body.
In terms of Knapp’s position
In the events that transpired at the college, Bauman said that
last week, Hope College has the Executive board will not call
been given some reassurance. for termination of his contract
In an email distributed by the but will “devote time to reflect,
Division of Public Affairs and discern and consider what is in
Marketing, Mary Bauman, chair the best interest of the Hope
ofthe Board ofTrustees, sent an community.”
email regarding the rumors of
Bauman ended with admit
President John Knapp’s dismiss ting that the board could have
al and to provide more context done a better job of handling
of the situation.
the situation that led to a silent
Bauman began with ap protest by students a week ago.
plauding the respectful activism She added that the college and
displayed by the students. She board will work together to
stated that there is much to do move forward. Since the stu
to earn the trust ofthe students, dent-led protest there have been
and the board will work as hard three major online campaigns in
as possible to regain it. Future support ofKnapp which include
problems will be addressed dif one led by a group called “Stuferentlyand promptly.
dents4Knapp” that has led to
Bauman stated that the various twitter hashtags includ
“Hope for the World: 2025 Stra ing #students4knapp, #facultegic Plan, and Hope College's ty4knapp and #alumni4knapp,
commitment to increasing di another which is an anony
versity” is still in effect and the mously-run website
college as a whole plans to in
Campus Editor
©A lekM ole

FIBER ISN’T A FABLE — Holland is one of m a n y cities try
ing to improve their overall c o m munication network. Fiber
technology is paving the w a y ln.$peed.
data to travel at speeds much were put in place to connect
faster than is possible on tradi devices at the B P W ’s different
tional copper wires. Instead of power generation and water fa
speeds between 10 and 25 Mbps cilities. N o w officials are look
commonly provided by todays ing at options to greatly expand
broadband providers, a fiber in the system and allow residential
ternet connection is capable of customers and businesses to buy
providing speeds of over 1 Gbps, internet service directly from
the equivalent of 1,000 Mbps.
the BPW, meaning the agency
The Holland B P W has actu would become an ISP or Inter
ally owned a small network of net Service Provider.
fiber cables buried throughout
see Fiber,page 2
the city for years. The cables

see

B oard,page 2

Class of 2 0 1 6 to set graduation record a n d likely keep it
H o p e ’s largest class is preparing to walk in May, but future enrollment expected to decline
Alex Bellca
W orld Co -Editor

Wh e n Hope’s 151st C o m 
mencement ceremony takes
place on Sunday, May 8, it will
set an all-time record for the
number of graduates.
Based on the Registar’s Of
fice’s current projections, 858
students will graduate from
Hope during the 2015-2016 ac
ademic year, making the class of
2016 the largest in the school’s
history.
“The number of students
graduating this year is signifi
cantly higher than any gradu
ating academic year we've ever
had,” said Stephanie Schultz,
Hope’s academic data specialist.
This year's estimated 858
graduates is significantly larger
than the current record holder,
the class of 2011, which had
733.

Included in this year’s count
are the 120 students who gradu
ated in December 2015, the 649
projected May graduates and
the projected 89 July graduates.

0

Students who graduate at any
time during the academic year
are generally allowed to walk at
the May Commencement cer
emony.
The large number of gradu
ates is somewhat unsurprising
given the record 889 Freshmen
who enrolled in the fallof 2012.
If the projections are ac
curate, the class of 2016 might
hold the record for the largest
graduating class for the foresee
able future. None of the other
classes currently enrolled at
Hope are as large as this year’s
cohort. Furthermore, Hope's
projection shows enrollment
shrinking in coming years.
According to a 2015 report
by Herb Dershem, who runs
Hope's Office of Institution
al Research, after increasing
steadily for years, enrollment is
projected to decline slowly over
the next decade because there
will simply be fewer students
graduating from high schools in
Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and
Ohio.

ALL G R O W N UP — The class of 2016 Is wrapping up Its four years here at Hope. It’s been
the biggest class and, looking at enrollment trends, Itmay hold that record for awhile. The
May 9 commencement falls on Mother’s Day this year.

SEE 2016, PAGE 2
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Alek’s first a n d last editor’s corner

2016, f r o m p a g e 1

About 87 percent of current
Hope student’s come from one
of these four states. The declin
ing number of eligible students
will force Hope to compete with
other midwestern colleges for a
shrinking pool of graduates or
recruit a greater number of stu
dents from outside the region.
The model projects a total
enrollment drop of almost 400
students by 2026, meaning this
year's record could be a rela
tively permanent one.

T his W

eek at

H ope

Wednesday
April 27
Pre L a w Student Panel
At 6 p.m., in Martha Miller r o o m 158,
c o m e learn about h o w to apply to
law school a n d get advice for taking
the LSAT.

Thursday
Color M e Calm

April 2 8

Stop at the K A M for s o m e coloring
relaxation. F r o m 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
coloring p ag es will be provided to
students along with sna ck s a nd
refreshments.

Honors Assembly
The Honors Convocation will start at 7
p.m. in D im ne nt Chapel.

Relay for Life Meeting
For those w h o wish to participate in the
fall Relay for Life planning c o m m i t 
tee c o m e to this meeting at 9 p.m. in
Graves Hall.

Friday
M a y Day

April 29

For those of legal age, M a y D a y will
begin at T h e Valley/Private at noon.

Alek Molenaar
Campus Editor
© A lekM ole

Well, here we are, coming
down to the wire. I just had my
final production night on M o n 
day, and now you can see m y
last words to The Anchor staff.
It’s a weird mix of feelings; sad
ness because I won’t work with
this group of people again, hap
piness because I’ll have M o n 
day nights to myself, but really,
it’s the feeling of “the last time”
that hits me.
The Anchor gave me an
opportunity that I narrowly
missed m y senior year of high
school. I had taken “Journalism
I,”which isessentially the basics
of being on a newspaper team
with a final project of printing
your own full page of articles.
“Journalism II” was actually
working on “The Vision,” which
was m y high school newspaper.
I never got to work on “The
Vision” because of scheduling

with other classes m y senior
year.
Being a non-communication
major nor English major did
create a little hesitation inside
me going into The Anchor, but
I knew itwould relieve the chip
on m y shoulder from missing
it in high school. Ifthere is ad
vice I can give to all the majors
out there, it’s get involved with
writing.
Businesses wherever you
go are looking for people who
can write well. Magazines and
newspapers across the country
say that “writing is becoming
a lost art.” I disagree. It is one
of the most important business
skills a person can have leaving
college. So yes, I’d like you to
write for The Anchor, but ifit’s
writing a novel, a writing class,
editing other people’s work,
just something that gives you
more experience with all twen
ty six of those things we call let
ters, you’re already ahead of the
game. M y main takeaway from
The Anchor was how improved
my writing has become over the
last two years as an editor.
I started writing in m y late
freshman and the better part
of m y sophomore years as a
guest writer for The Anchor. I
then applied and was a Campus
Co-Editor m y junior year and
now write to you as the C a m 

pus Editor m y senior year. I’ve
learned a lot about how the
newspaper world works. There
are days where everything runs
smoothly, and there are days
where you’re up until 3 a.m. on
a Monday. I’ve enjoyed getting
to know how to use InDesign
CS 5.5 and all its little quirks
and painstakingly specific pro
cesses. Running around the of
fice coked up on coffee usually
leads me to falling to the floor
laughing with the pain of school
and homework stacking up and
the fact that college is ending.
Iwill miss the staffa lotas we
allhead our separate ways. Our
Editors-in-Chief did a fantastic
job of putting The Anchor right
side up again, especially after
a rocky 2014-15 school year.
If you want to know pieces of
what The Anchor was like for
me, I encourage you to watch
our small documentary series
on YouTube. The memories
from the laughs, frustration
and great success from The
Anchor will stick with me for a
very long time.
There are too many strange
emotions to consider, but it’s
scariest to know that I may not
see many of these people I've
come to know again, or at least
for a long time.
The trouble with college is
that it doesn’t do much to pre

pare you for that in between
phase of leaving and starting
life at a place other than Hope.
But that is a bridge I will cross
when I get there. I still have a
week and a halfof Hope College
left in me. It’s a time for hard
work, fun and reflecting on
the times and people I’ve met
here. From the runners to The
Anchor staffto kinesiology stu
dents, the experiences both in
and out of the classroom have
been invaluable.
It has been quite the time
trying to run (without break
ing) for Hope, writing for The
Anchor and wanting to improve
myself as a kinesiology major
and a teaching assistant. Col
lege has been a wild ride, and
now that it’sjust about over, the
questions ofwhere do I go from
here are constantly brought up.
As always, stay classy Hope
College.
Signed,
Alek Molenaar, T H E C a m 
pus News Editor
P.S.
1.Anderson Twerkman.
2. I never figured out the
Coach Neil conspiracy.
3. Thanks, The Anchor

Holland c o m m u n i t y s h o w s interest in fiber n e t w o r k Resolution
planned for K napp
♦ Fiber, f r o m p a g e 1
Butch's launched free trial Wi-Fi has already been able to obtain and board conflict

Some argue that, in order
for cities like Holland to remain
competitive, itmust find ways to
Spring Fling
offer high-speed connections to
C o m e join the fun in the Pine Grove
both
residents and business.
at 3 p.m. There will be a live b and and
“M y personal goal is to have
m a n y other activities to participate in
every address in Holland wired
before e x a m week.
with gigabit internet service,”
said Brain Burch a city of Hol
In B r i e f
land Councilmen and proponent
of the plan. “Today information,
TAKE BACK THE NIGHT
and access to that information,
Mortar Board and Students is required to ensure we produce
Teaching and Empowering Peers the highly educated workforce
(STEP) are hosting Take Back the that will transform the next gen
Night. Take Back the Night is a eration ofbusiness."
The cost to roll out service
nationwide event that occurs on
throughout
the city would be
college campuses aiming to end
steep,
however,
estimated at
sexual assault. There will be food,
around
$30
million.
That is why
speakers, a march through cam
the
city
plans
to
s
tart
small by
pus and more. The event starts at
7 p.m. in Martha Miller, firstfloor rolling out service to around 130
potential downtown customers.
rotunda.
Burch noted that the cost of a
larger
network could be paid for
COMMENCEMENT
by customers as the city slowly
The class of 2016 will be expanded its service area over
graduating next Sunday, May time, drawing customers away
8th at 3 p.m. Events will occur from traditional internet pro
at the football stadium, weather viders like Comcast and A T & T
permitting. If the weather is less whose offerings are much slower
than friendly, commencement but priced similarly to the pro
will take place in the DeVos posed $80 per month residential
Fieldhouse. The speaker for service rate.
“M y primary goal is to see
commencement is Dr. Wayne
a
large
number of buyers help
Brouwer.
build the fiber service over time,”
Burch said.
ALUMNI WEEKEND
Those interested in trialing
Alumni events will begin on faster connection speeds can
Thursday and continue through currently do so at two downtown
locations. Starting in Febru
Saturday.
ary 2016 both Lemonjello’s and

hotspots to test the new B P W of
fering.
According toJeffPestun,Asso
ciate Director of Computing and
Information Technology (CIT),
the B P W ’s fiber Internet plans
could someday benefit Hope
students who live in on-campus
cottages and apartments that
currently rely on a Comcast con
nection for their internet.
“Should the Holland Board of
Public Works (BPW) become an
end-to-end provider of reliable,
cost-effective Internet service
,they would indeed be consid
ered for use by the CoUege," Pes
tun said.
Pestun noted, however, even
without the B P W plan, Hope

a faster Internet connection for
academic buildings and dorms
connected to Hope’s main cam
pus network.
“For many years a lack of mar
ket competition for ‘enterprisegrade Internet’ in Holland hin
dered Hope's ability to purchase
those services," said Pestun. “Ca
pabilitywas in limited supply and
as such the cost was very high.
The past year has seen an influx
ofnew options such that the Col
lege today can provide four times
the Internet capacity that it did
just eight months prior with no
increase in spending.”
No matter how you sliceit,the
future looks fast for Holland in
ternet users.

♦ Board, f r o m p a g e 1
outlining the concerns for
board's reasoning behind
Knapp’s alleged dismissal.
The last of these campaigns
is a petition on change.org,
which allows people to sub
mit their name in support of
Knapp.
This
controversy
be
gan when Rich Ray stepped
down as provost. However,
this didn’t necessarily corre
late with the board’s sudden
discussions about Knapp’s
future.

W e provide support for LGBTQ students, and their parents and friends. W e
meet 7r00-9O0pm, on the third Friday of every month at Grace Episcopal,
555 Michigan Ave, Holland, Ml. All are welcome.

British referendum to leave EU in June

Informally k nown as ‘Brexit,’the U.K. vote to leave pan-continental conglomerate has ups and downs
Colin O ’Connor
G uest W riter

Brexit, a shorthand term
for the British exit from the
European Union, could be a
defining moment in both Britain
and Europe’s history. On June
23, 2016, Brits across the United
Kingdom will head to the polls
to vote for the U.K. to either
leave the EU or continue on
course as part of the union.
This referendum is an
important issue because, if
Britain chooses to remain
within the European Union, it
will continue to cede some of its
sovereignty to the bureaucrats
running the show in Brussels.
If Britain decides to leave the
EU, several other member states
will likelylook at whether or not
they still wish to belong to the
“Pan-European” state-like entity.
Yes or no, stay or leave, the
Brexit referendum in June will
be history in the making.
Both the decision to leave the
EU or to remain willcost Britain,
each in very different ways. If
the U.K. chooses to stay, it will
pay what it has previously paid.
As stated by the fact-checking
charity fullfact.org, the U.K. pays
in roughly £250 million a week
for itsEU benefits. Euro skeptics
argue that the number is closer
to £350 million a week but is
brought down substantially by
the rebate the government gets
from the EU. This is subtracted
from the total needed to give, so
it never leaves the coffers of the
United Kingdom. In addition to
the rebates, the subsidies that
Brussels sends to Britain also
decrease the total amount paid
into the European Union.
By not paying or participating
in the EU, the U.K. loses its
access to the open European
market, a market that makes up
roughly 12.6 percent of Britain’s
GDP, while for the EU, Britain
only accounts for 3.1 percent
of its GDP. Without easy access
to one another via the E U ’s free
trade, both the U.K. and the
EU stand to lose substantial
economic
prowess
among
other non-economic initiatives,
like the simple stable vision of
Britain remaining as part of the
EU.
Although the costs associated
with a Brexit would be high,
Euro-skeptics argue that the
sovereignty gained would be well
worth the potential economic
and travel losses.
Historically, the U.K. has
had complete control over
both her internal and external
affairs; under the EU, there
are many requirements that
Brussels imposes on member
states that limit the sovereignty
of said states. While the EU's
wide regulation of industry and
trade may streamline the ability
of member states to trade with
one another, it also takes away
from their ability to govern
themselves.
This is what the Brexit vote

will come down to for many
Britons: acceptance of the rule
of Brussels and enjoyment of
free trade with mainland Europe
or the benefit of complete
British sovereignty without the
influenceofthebureaucrats from
Brussels and other European
states. President Obama stated
on Friday, April 22 that it could
take up to a decade for the U.K.
to strike its own trade deal with
the United States.
He said, “Maybe some point

down the line there might be
a U.K./U.S. trade agreement
but it’s not going to happen
anytime soon because our focus
is negotiating with the big bloc,
the European Union...”
On
Monday, April 25
President Obama spoke in
Germany where he backed the
European Union, stating that its
unity was worth the challenge.
He said, “I’ve come here
today to the heart of Europe to
say that the United States, and

ESTABLISHED IN CHARLESTON. IL
IN 1983 TO ADD TO STUDENTS GPA
AND GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

the entire world needs a strong
and prosperous and democratic
and united Europe."
According to YouGov, a
market research firm, President
Obama has an approval rating of
72 percent in Britain.
The June 23 referendum
will give the United Kingdom
the chance for the current
generation of voters to choose
ifthey wish to align themselves
with Europe.
By voting to leave, ties with
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GIANT CLUB SANDWICHES
M y club sandwiches have twice the meat or cheese, try it
on m y fresh baked thick sliced 7-grain bread or m y famous
homemade French bread! Tell us when you order!

SLIMS™
Any Sub minus the veggies and sauce

Real wood smoked h a m and provolone cheese,
lettuce, tomato & mayo. (The original)

SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM
SUM

#2 BIG JOHN®
Medium rare choice roast beef, mayo,
lettuce & tomato.

#3 TOTALLY TUNA®
Fresh housemade tuna, mixed with celery, onions,
and our tasty sauce, sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato.
(My tuna rocks! Sprouts* optional)

I
2
3
4
5
6

H a m & cheese
Roast beef
Tuna salad
Turkey breast
Salami, capicola. cheese
Double provolone

Low Garb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM®
Fresh sliced turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
The original (Sprouts* optional)

#5 VITO®
#6 THE VEGGIE ^
J.J.B.L.T.®

Same ingredients and price of the
sub or club without the bread.

★ SIDES ★
★
★
★
★
★

(PateWl
*SS*SsU

^

Bacon, lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(My B.L.T. rocks)

Soda Pop
Chocolate chip or oatmeal raisin cookie
Real potato chips or jumbo kosher dill pickle
Extra load of meat
Extra cheese or extra avocado spread

FREEBIES (SUBS S CLUBS ONLY)
Onion, lettuce, tomato, mayo, sliced cucumber,
hot peppers, Dijon mustard, yellow mustard,
oil & vinegar, oregano, sprouts*.

#7 SMOKED HAM CLUB
1/4 pound of real wood smoked ham.
provolone cheese, lettuce, tomato & mayo!

#8 BILLY CLUB®
Choice roast beef, smoked ham, provolone cheese,
Dijon mustard, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB®
Genoa salami. Italian capicola, smoked ham,
and provolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato,
onion, mayo & our homemade Italian vinaigrette.
(Order it with hot peppers)

#10 HUNTER'S CLUB®

The original Italian sub with genoa salami, provolone,
capicola, onion, lettuce, tomato. & a real tasty Italian
vinaigrette. (Hot peppers by request)
Layers of provolone cheese separated by real avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Truly a
gourmet sub not for vegetarians only, Sprouts* optional)

OK, SO M Y SUBS REALLY AREN'T GOURMET AND
WE'RE NOT FRENCH EITHER. MY SUBS JUST TASTE
A LITTLE BETTER, THAT'S ALL! I WANTED TO
CALL IT JIMMY JOHN'S TASTY SANDWICHES, BUT
M Y M O M TOLD ME TO STICK WITH GOURMET.
REGARDLESS OF WHAT SHE THINKS, FREAKY FAST
IS WHERE IT'S AT. IHOPE YOU LOVE 'EM AS MUCH

1983

i" SUB SANDWICHES
All of m y sandwiches are 8 inches of h o m e m a d e
French bread, fresh veggies and the finest meats &
cheese I can buy! W e slice everything fresh daily in this
store! It tastes better that way!

#1 PEPE®

continental Europe will be
frayed and will take time to
mend. By voting to stay, the U.K.
will be committing itself to the
European Union at a time when
the outlook for large parts of
the continent are quite grim, as
a number of EU economies are
stagnating or are in large debt.
Stay or leave, the Brexit vote has
forced many other nations to
also rethink what itmeans to be
European at a very trying time
for Europe as a whole.

A full 1/4 pound of medium rare roast beef,
provolone, lettuce, tomato & mayo.

#11 COUNTRY CLUB®
Sliced turkey breast, real wood smoked ham.
provolone, and tons of lettuce, tomato & mayo!
(A very traditional, yet always exceptional classic!)

#12 BEACH CLUB® © & T
Fresh baked turkey breast, provolone cheese, avocado
spread, sliced cucumber, lettuce, tomato and mayo!

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB®
:£, w j s ~ s s "
DELIVERY ORDERS may include
a delivery charge.

Double provolone, real avocado spread, sliced
cucumber, lettuce, tomato & mayo. (Try it on m y
7-grain whole wheat bread. This veggie sandwich
is really yummy! Sprouts* optional)

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB®
Roast beef, turkey breast, lettuce, tomato & mayo.
An American classic!

#15 CLUB TUNA®

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN®
The original gutbuhstuh! Genoa
salami, sliced smoked ham, capicola,
roast beef, turkey & provolone,
jammed into one of our homemade
French buns, then smothered with
onions, mayo, lettuce, tomato & our
homem a d e Italian vinaigrette.

The same as our # 3 Totally Tuna except this one
has a lot more. Housemade tuna salad, provolone,
sliced cucumber, lettuce & tomato. (Sprouts* optional)

#16 CLUB LULU®
Sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato
& mayo. (JJ’s original turkey & bacon club)

#17 ULTIMATE PORKER™
Real wood smoked h a m and bacon with lettuce,
tomato & mayo! (This one rocks!)

W E DELIVER!

7D
AYS

TO FIND THE LOCATION NEAREST YOU VISIT JIMMYJOHNS.COM
"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"*
©1985,2002,2003,2004,2007,2008,2013.2014 JIMMV JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. We Reserve The Right To Make Any Menu Changes.

©

ERA withdraws regulation banning racing
Public backlash causes ERA to put brakes on n e w rule that would have prevented vehicle modification
AtexBfelica
W orld Co-Editor

After sharp national back
lash from racing fans, the Envi
ronmental Protection Agency
(EPA) withdrew a proposed
regulation that could have ef
fectively banned the majority
of U.S. auto racing.
Last year the EPA proposed
a relatively obscure new rule
that would have prevented the
modification or removal of the
emissions systems on a pro
duction car even if the modi
fied vehicle was intended for
off-road use only.
The proposal would have
reversed a decades-long ex
emption from the Clean Air
Act that allowed such modifi
cations as long as the vehicles
were designated for track use.
A large number of race cars,
especially at lower levels of
competition, depend on pro
duction cars that are specially
modified for competition.
Without the exemption,
those who modified their vehi
cles for racing could have faced
a huge fine for violating the
Clean Air Act. Companies who
manufactured parts for such
conversions would also have
run afoul of the new regulation.
W h e n news of the proposed
rule change became pub

lic, members of. the Specialty
Equipment
Manufacturing
Association (SEMA), which
represents a $30- billion racing
and performance parts indus
try, joined forces with fans of
motorsports to lobby Congress
to oppose the agency’s rule
change.
The effort seems to have
worked.
“The wording of the EPA
rule would have destroyed the
world of racing and the billions
of dollars that go with it," said
Ralph Sheheen, the C E O of
Speed Sport, who testified at a
recent Congressional hearing
about the rule. “From Saturday
night short-track dirt racing to
local drag strips, as far up the
line as the Pirelli World Chal
lenge, which is based on pro
duction vehicles — it would
have ripped the heart out of
racing for thousands of people.”
After Fred Upton (R-MI) the
chair of the Energy and C o m 
merce Committee, began ques
tioning the new regulation, the
EPA quickly withdrew the rule.
“W e want to thank Congress
for pushing the EPA to with
draw an ill-conceived propos
al,” Chris Kersting, head of the
Specialty Equipment Manufac
turer’s Association, which rep
resents racing parts manufac
turers, told the Detroit News.

RACE IS STILL LEGAL — Pirelli World Challenge cars c o m p e t e in the 2 0 1 5 L o n g B e a c h
Grand Prlx. Under the withdrawn E P A rule modifications of such street legal exotics for racing
would have b e c o m e illegal.
“However, confusion reigns.
The EPA for its part now
Only clarifying legislation ... contends the rule change was
will confirm that such activity never actually meant to affect
is legal and beyond the reach of racing in a statement released
future EPA regulations.”
after the proposed rule change
S E M A is now lobbying for was withdrawn.
the passage of the R P M Act
“The proposed language in
(Recognizing the Protection the July 2015 proposal was nev
of Motorsports), a bipartisan er intended to represent any
bill introduced last month that change in the law or in EPA’s
would enshrine the exclusion policies or practices towards
for off-road vehicles into law, dedicated competition vehi
ensuring the agency could not cles," said the EPA’s statement.
propose a similar regulation “Since our attempt to clarify
change in the future.
led to confusion, the EPA has

decided to eliminate the pro
posed language from the final
rule.”
Fred Upton, however, dis
agreed.
“The proposed race car pro
visions are just one of many at
tempts at regulatory overreach
under the Obama administra
tion, and we will continue to
scrutinize all of them in a com
mon-sense way," said Upton.
Either way, racing fans, your
sport is safe for now.

National
D
N
A
day
unfolds
with
p
o
m
p
NIH celebrates discovery of double-helix as well as the completion of the h u m a n g e n o m e project
Alex Swain
W orld Co-Editor

The double helix structure
of
deoxyribonucleic
acid’s
(DNA) is one of the most wellknown hallmarks of modern
science, particularly among the
biological sciences. O n April
25, 1953, the structure of D N A
was revealed to the public at
large in the journal “Nature”
with a paper titled “A structure
for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid”
by the equally famous James
Watson and Francis Crick. D N A
has now become a veritable
icon: one of the most important
molecules known to all the
sciences, informing us of the
genes that make each species
their own. Itiswithin D N A that
each living organism is “coded"
W ikipedia
for, and it is within D N A that
we may find predispositions SPACE-FILLED M O D E L OF D N A — M a d e up of the nucleo
for diseases and also find ways tides adenine a n d guanine (purines), cytosine a n d thymine (py
to manipulate those diseases rimidines). The dashes b e t w e e n the hydrogens, oxygens and
out of existence. It is through nitrogens refer to hydrogen bonds that bind D N A together and
the manipulation of D N A that ultimately form the 3 D structure of the double helix.
humans have taken hold of
evolution more so than ever through awareness: Students, hosted a week-long “Ask M e
before, particularly among teachers and the public could Anything"
(AMA)
series
crops, producing crops that are learn more about genetics and that can be found on reddit.
larger, healthier, and vitamin- genomics. Specifically, “the day com/r/science. Francis Collins,
enriched.
commemorates the completion current director of the National
April 25 marked National of the Human Genome Project Institutes of Health and former
D N A Day, a day sponsored by in April 2003, and the discovery U.S. leader of the human
the National Institute of Health's of D N A ’s double helix in 1953.”
genome project, was present for
(NIH) National Human Genome
As part of the educative an A M A on the actual D N A day.
Research Institute. According celebrations,
Reddit,
an One of the top-voted questions
to the website, the overall incredibly popular hub of was asked by user fishwithfeet,
goal is to celebrate genomics internet activity and discussion, asking. “What do you see as the

future for public access to not
just data, but published, peer
reviewed papers?”
Collins succinctly responded
by noting that an increasing
number of journals are making
peer-reviewed papers freely
available to the public without
charge. As is an increasing issue,
much of the science published
in the U.S. must first go through
a peer-reviewed journal where
the articles are edited freely by
colleague scientists. The journals
then may charge anywhere
from $30 to $90 for access to
the specific paper, despite the
research being funded largely by
taxes (the public - you and me).
The NIH’s research, currently,
must be freely available in
PubMed within 12 months of
publication in a journal, and,
according to Collins, they are
working on making it effective
immediately.
Other festivities included
the NIH sponsoring renown
scientist Dr. Eric P. Spana with
a talk entitled “Harry Potter
and the Genetic of Wizarding”
and tweeting with the hashtag
#DNADayl6 to the account @
DNAday.
If any molecule deserves to
be celebrated, D N A is the one.
Among the burgeoning fields
of biotechnology, D N A may
serve as an immensely effective
and long-term solution to data
storage. Rather than encoding
the information as a 1 or 0, it is

encoded as an A, T, G, or C (the
base pairs that make up DNA).
For example, an external hard
drive may be the size of a large
textbook, store about 5 terabytes
ofdata, and lastperhaps 50 years.
In contrast, an ounce of D N A
(28 grams) would fit in the size
of a penny and be able to store
300,000 terabytes of memory
and, under proper conditions,
survive up to a million years.
Already in 2012, Harvard
scientists managed to store 700
terabytes of data in a single gram
of DNA. Now, on April 5, 2016,
Technicolor Labs successfully
reported the encoding of the
silent French movie “A Trip to
the Moon,” one million times
in a small vial of DNA. Clearly,
the potential uses of D N A are
expanding and may become
a very possible form of data
storage within the next decade.
CRISPR-Cas9
gene
editing technologies are also
making waves among research
labs, giving scientists today
unprecedented
opportunities
to target highly selective genes
or areas in the genome for
manipulation. They may be able
to disable defunct genes and
even insert genes that “work
properly" in theirplace. This may
lead to novel genetic therapeutic
approaches to certain genetic
disorders when coupled with
viral vector technologies.
With that, happy national
D N A day!
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SAC showcases student talent

Hannah Wlnegar
Staff W riter

O n Friday, April 22, Hope
Colleges Student Activities
Committee (SAC) hosted one
of its most popular events of
the year: The Really Big Talent
Show. Every year, students audi
tion to showcase their talents to
the entire campus community.
SAC kept the same Masters
of Ceremony, but compared to
lastyear, there was a greater va
riety in the acts. Most ofthe acts
were art and music related, but
the varying styles of both music
and presentation kept audience
members engaged. Additionally,
the setup ofthe show splitup the
acts so that the musical groups
would be separated by different
types of performances.
Like last year, the comedy
duo Dakaboom played the part
of host for the evening. The two
originally hail from N e w York
City and Los Angeles, but these
long time best friends compose
Dakaboom, a musical-comedy
hybrid commonly described as a
“postmodern vaudeville.” While
the participants of various acts
prepared the stage for their re
spective performances, Daka
boom kept audiences engaged
with their own original acts, as

well as providing commentary
on the acts that had already per
formed. Their original works
have biting sarcasm that made
the time between acts flyby.
The firstband that performed
was The Band Formerly Known
as Sons of Five who had a quite
unique interpretation of the
classic song “Love Shack.” Their
quirky, off-kilter presentation
did exactly what their band is
known to do: make audience
members laugh while putting on
a show, which earned the band
third place.
After The Band Formerly
Known as Sons of Five, Hope's
S A C Facebook
resident Hawaiian Camelia Witt
TALENT
RUSHES
IN
—
Seven
gifted
groups
performed
for
the
c
a
m
p
u
s
c
o
m
m
u
n
i
t
y
at S A C ’s
did a presentation of hula danc
Really
Big
Talent
Show,
but
there
can
be
only
one
winner.
Alex
Pasker
took
h
o
m
e
the
gold
with
ing. She took hula lessons and
a
tap
dancing
routine.
taught the dance back home,
and she wanted to share her tal
ents with the campus. It provid
As a complete change ofpace, Ivan playing the guitar. Audi surprise when Pasker took first
ed a nice change of pace with its Dustin and the Crew took over ence members were obviously place in the show. The audience
calm music and simplicity.
with a parkour act. They jumped pleased with the talent, and the was very vocal the entire time he
Following Witt, the Too X C off of walls, a tire and even each duo took second over all.
was on stage, and the cheering
Boys, consisting of cross coun other, until they called three
Following Ivan and Hania, continued even after his routine
try runners Matt Rolain and audience members to the stage Five Dollar Fine took over, per was finished.
Tim Simon, came on stage in and jumped over them. Those forming an original song, and
The events aren’t over yet.
short shorts and tie-dye tank watching were definitely on the one could tell that they were a SAC will conclude their season
tops, which made quite the im edge of their seats.
campus favorite, despite the fact with another campus favorite
pression. They sang an original
As a way to calm down, the that they were hard to hear.
event: Spring Fling on Friday,
song that kept spectators laugh singing/guitar-playing
duo
To close the show, fresh April 29, starting at 3 p.m. in the
ing, and the way they played off known as Ivan and Hania sang a man Alex Pasker come onto the Pine Grove.
of each other was unique and cover of “Dream a Little Dream stage with a tap dancing routine
entertaining.
ofM e ”with Hania on vocals and full of talent and sass. It was no

D a i n a R o b i n s steals the stage G a m e of Thrones finally
a s theatre d e p a r t m e n t chair e m b a r k s on sixth season
Hannah Plkaart

Marisa Palumbo

follow the traditional form of working with Robins on shows
theater. Robins used to be an at Hope and have learned how
actress for Double Edge Theater to be better actors from her and
Daina Robins has theater in but since then, she has become a her style of directing.
“She teaches you so much
her blood. Her maternal grand director and thrives in that role.
“I really love rehearsal be about how you can get the best
mother was involved in theater
in Latvia, and Robins consid cause that’s really when you performance possible," theatre
ers her to be her first director. have the freedom to discover," major Matison Landman (’18)
said, after working with Robins
Robins, her grandmother and Robins said.
Discovery during the re on “The Children’s Hour” last
her parents would go to a Lat
vian-speaking Lutheran church, hearsal process is important, year.
Landman also mentioned
where part of Sunday school in not only for the actors but for
volved learning about Latvian the director. Many different that she liked how helpful Rob
culture, as well as putting on types of discovery can happen ins was even outside of rehears
during rehearsals; characters als.
plays.
“She’s willing to set aside
Theater was a part of Robins’ are developed, scenes become
childhood. Robins grew up in more authentic and profound some time to work with you one
Minneapolis-Saint Paul where and the show comes alive.While on one ifyou want to,"she said.
Landman isnot the only stu
she would visit The Guthrie the actors do make discoveries
Theatre, an important regional during the process, it can take dent who has had good things to
longer and be more difficult. For say about Daina.
theatre, with her parents.
“She's the kind of director
“There’s a picture of me with the director, this isan important
that
will really push you and
time
and
explains
why
Robins
blue glasses in a daisy costume
make
you work hard," theatre
that my mother sewed, walk likes directing so much.
major
Rachel Kennedy (’18)
Robins joined the Hope Col
ing around with other flowered
s
a
i
d
.
“The
way she approaches
girls,” Robins said, reminiscing lege Theater Department in
about the days when her grand 1991, and in 1997, she became directing is in a way that makes
mother directed plays at her the chair of the department. In you want to work hard as well.”
Robins praised the college
the past 25 years, she has en
church.
Since Robins has been joyed working here and isproud for its theatre department and
around theater from an early of the college theater and the the work that it does. She ap
preciates how all of the diijerage, it’s easy to see where her shows that are performed.
. “Eve enjoyed watching stu ent parts of the theater depart
passion originates. She started
off as an actress, acting in col dents develop and grow as ment can work extremely well
lege at Tufts University in Mas young adults and young theater together to create amazing pro
sachusetts, where she helped to artists,” Robins said. “I'm proud ductions for the school and the
community.
start a theater company during of the quality work that we do."
“Ithink fora small liberal arts
Most recently, Robins has
grad school. The theater com
college
in a small little provin
pany, called Double Edge The directed “The Tempest" by Wil
ater, is still running today and liam Shakespeare for Hope’s cial town, we do have a strong
is unique because it is situated Theatre Department. Many stu theatre department," Robins
on a farm and does not really dents have had the pleasure of said.
G uest W riter

Voices Editor
©H annahPikaart

For a year, fans have been
saying “Game of Thrones is
coming," and on April 24, the
H B O original series returned
for its sixth season.
The critically acclaimed win
ner of 26 E m m y Awards picked
up right where it left off, with
Jon Snow dying on a snow bank
in Castle Black in the shadow of
what can only be described as
The Wall. With only one episode
in, all I can say is that it’s not
looking good for our favorite
bastard. With Jon Snow indis
posed, Alliser Thorne is set to
take over as Lord Commander,
and itlooks like he has a major
ity Night’s Watch following.
Elsewhere in the North,
Ramsay Bolton has men and
dogs out searching for the es
caped Lady Sansa and Theon
Greyjoy. His power inheritance
hinges on finding Sansa, for ifhe
does not produce an heir with
the wife he has abused, his step
mother's unborn child could be
come the Lord ofWinterfell.
In King’s Landing, Jaime
Lannister has returned the body
of Princess Myrcella to his sister
and lover, Cersei. Ifyou remem
ber, Myrcella was poisoned by
the Ellaria and the Sand Snakes
of Dome.
Across the Narrow Sea, Tyrion and Varys are left to govern
the free city of Meereen, while
Daenerys Targaryen has been

taken captive by a Dothraki
hoard.
In Braavos, Arya has been
blinded by her own selfish ven
geance. She is left to beg on the
streets, while enduring beatings
from the Waif.
Returning to Castle Black,
viewers received an extraordi
nary inside view of Melisandre’s
quarters. What happened in this
scene was so unexpected that it
has fans buzzing with curiosity
and speculations about how old
the Red Witch really is,so much
so that fans are taking a break
from their Jon Snow conspiracy
theories.
Among many other storyline
developments, fans will learn
more about the Priests and
Priestesses of R’hllor and their
“Red God.”
The sixth season also signi
fies the pick up of Bran Stark’s
story. He was a noticeable omis
sion from the fifthseason, doing
what only the “Old Gods and
N e w ” know.
It seems that Daenerys also
has an interesting season ahead
of her. Will she be able to re
turn to the city she set free that
is now surrounded in strife and
conflict? What action will Cer
sei take against the High Spar
row who issetto takeover King’s
Landing? H o w soon will Ellaria
retaliatefor her latelover, Prince
Oberyn? And most importantly,
isJon Snow really dead?
Tune in next Sunday, May 1,
to see more of the story unfold.

P ERSPECTIVES

Beyonce releases ‘L e m o n a d e ’
Hannah Pikaart
Voices Editor
@HANNAHPIKAART

When life gives you
lemons, you make lemon
ade. WTien Jay Z cheats on
Beyonce, she makes a new
album. And why not? Any
musical artist can write
about heartbreak (cue the
20 or more Taylor Swift
songs), but not all art
ists can write about being
cheated on.
On April 23, Queen
Bey released “Lemonade,"
a 58-minute visual album,
on HBO. The album has
since become a Tidal ex
clusive.
The album of 12 new
songs probes many aspects
of marital strife, such as
betrayal, jealousy, revenge
and rage. In the midst
of all these vibrant emo
tions, female strength is a
key theme that transcends
throughout the album.
An evocative feature of
“Lemonade” is the inter
spersed poetry between
each song. The words,
spoken by Beyonce her
self,but written by SomaliBritish poet Warsan Shire,
are poignant and strong.
They dredge up memories
of Beyonce's estranged

father, miscarriage and
cracked marriage. During
the poem “Intuition," Be
yonce says, "You remind
me of my father, a magi
cian... able to exist in two
places at once." As the
verse implies, the singer’s
father cheated as well,
making the blow of infidel
ity a recurring presence in
her personal fife.
Topics of race, misog
yny and the social justice
movement Black Lives
Matter also appear on the
album. For example, a sec
tion of the video cuts to
black women in N e w Or
leans where the film was
shot. Am audio voice over
of Malcolm X comes on,
expressing the idea that
“the most disrespected
person in America is the
black woman. The most
unprotected person in
America is the black w o m 
an. The most neglected
person in America is the
black woman."
Later, the mothers of
Michael Brown and Tray
von Martin, the two black
men whose deaths were
used to launch the antipohce, Black Lives Matter
movement, were featured
holding pictures of their

sons.
Since this is an album
primarily inspired by
cheating, Bey is shown
reaping revenge in true
fantasy fashion by taking
a bat to car windows and
then driving over a line
of cars while in a monster
truck. However, after that,
viewers get an intimate
glimpse of her helpless
ness and heartbreak as
she jumps off a building.
In line with the 12 stages
of grief, Beyonce assigns
each song an over arching
emotion that isdenoted by
Shire’s poems. “Intuition”
is the first poem, and is
then followed by “Denial,”
“Anger,” “Apathy,” “Empti
ness,” “Loss,” “Accountabil
ity,” “Reformation,” “For
giveness,” “Resurrection,”
“Hope” and ends with “Re
demption.”
Special guest perform
ers included Jack Whitev
("Don't Hurt Yourself"),
The Weeknd ("6 Inch"),
James Blake ("Forward")
and
Kendrick
Lamar
("Freedom”).
Beyonc£ sets offon her
Formation World Tour on
April 27, and fans can be
assured that they will get
a taste of “Lemonade" live.

BRUHCH BUFFET
SUNDAY, M A Y 8T H / 10AM T O 2PM
Featuring two carving stations, a chef omelet station,
delectable buffet items, presentations, and desserts!
Brunch Times: I1:00 / 12:00 / 1:00 / 2:00
DinnerTimes: 5:00 / 6:00 / 7:00 / 8:00
Adults 29.95 i Seniors 65+ 24.95 /
Children 5-12 12.95 Children 4 & under free

sales tax and 18 % gratuity will be added

S u m m e r reads: Fill your bookshelf with these s u m m e r releases
Becky Downing
A rts Co-Editor
©BECKYJODOWNING

A mazon

“Hamilton: The Revolutlon” by Un-Manuel Miranda
and Jeremy McCarter
Already released
Obsessed with Lin-Manuel
Miranda’s hit musical “H a m 
ilton”? Be sure to head over
to a bookstore and pick up
“Hamilton: The Revolution.”
This book captures the show’s
journey from Miranda's 2009
White House performance to
its Broadway debut in 2015. It
also features never-before-seen
emails between Miranda and
notable musical figures such as
Quesdove and Stephen Sond
heim. Don’t throw away your
shot and make sure to add this
book to your shelfthis summer.

A mazon

“Eligible” by Curtis Slttenfold

Already released
After rewatching “Pride and
Prejudice” on Netflix, make sure
to check out this modern retell
ing of Lizzie and Darcy’s love
affair. “Eligible,” by Sittenfeld,
follows Liz, a writer who returns
home to find her family in dis
array. Things get more compli
cated when reality show contes
tant Chip Bingley comes on the
scene and woos Liz’s yoga in
structor sister Jane, but Liz can't
help but detest his best friend,
neurosurgeon Fitzwilliam Dar
cy. It'san old, beloved story told
in a brand new way.

Amazon

“Quarter Life Poetry: Po
“The New Odyssey: The
ems for the Young, Broke, Story of Europe’s Refugee
and Hangry” by Samantha Crisis” by Patrick Kingsley
Jayne
Already Released
Release: May 5

“Harry Potter and the
Cursed Child” by J.K. Rowl
ing, Jack Thorne and John
Tiffany
Release: July 31

Poet Samantha Jayne start
ed posting funny poems about
struggles that all twenty-some
things go through on Instagram
and Tumblr. N o w these popu
lar poems have made their way
into “Quarter Life Poetry.” This
collection of poetry deals with
themes such as love, money and
sex and will have every college
student saying, “This is literally
m y life.” “Quarter Life Poetry”
will definitely add humor to any
bookshelf this summer and help
you cope with your own #struggles.

News of a “Harry Potter" play
hitting the London stage this
summer excited Potterheads,
but it's proving hard to snag
tickets. Therefore, Rowling sur
prised fans by announcing that
a book version of the “Harry
Potter and the Cursed Child”
script will be hitting bookstores.
However, Rowling has told fans
that the play will center on Pot
ter as a father and his son Albus
Severus. Potter fans, make sure
to snatch up a time turner ifyou
want this book’s release date to
get here sooner.

Moved by the recent news
on European refugees? "The
N e w Odyssey” helps readers
dive deeper into these peoples'
stories. Journalist Kingsley trav
eled to more than 17 European
countries along the migrant
trail in 2015 and interacted with
many refugees. He writes about
everything from the smugglers
who help these people travel to
the border to guards who want
to keep them away. Pick up “The
New Odyssey" this summer to
unpack a crisis that deserves the
world’s fullattention.
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A lotof people have bucket lists, or things they wish to accomplish, see or do
before they die. However, do you have a bucket listfor Hope? A lot of people
have their own “Hope Bucket List.”Some have itwritten out while others have
itcommitted to memory. For all of you who want to start your own bucket
Iio f T h /-* A m K / - \ r K ^
_
i
list,The Anchor has ^created a space foryou to
make
one., Ifyou already have
one, or already completed most of what you planned before graduating, write
itdown anyway, and cross things offto see just how much you have accom
plished in your time at Hope. Ifyou don’tknow where to start, here are some
staff suggestions of things based off of our own Hope experiences1
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Become a master frolfer
Grab some coffee with a

mam a

r ,&

Find out the Coach Neil
Conspiracy
<

■mS

Fill out one double-punch
Tuesday card at LJ’s each
semester of school

Visit Dimnent’s bell tower
Find and explore the se
cret tunnels under Hope

Go to Pizza Ranch
* Get a tour of the Presi
dent’s house
• Pet a squirrel
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My Hope Bucket List
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A graduating senior’s defense of the H o p e College ‘cocoon’

Alex Belica
World Co-Editor

easier but allowed me to grow
along many dimensions.
Over the years I have heard
many fellow students, and
even a few faculty members,
decry the “Hope bubble.”
Critics of the “bubble" point
out that Hope’s culture as a
mid-western,
overwhelm
ingly Christian, community
obsessed with niceness is not
an accurate representation of

As a senior, perhaps it is
natural that the last few weeks
H o p e ’s culture as
have been a period of rela
tive reflection on m y time at
a mid-western,
Hope. As the senioritis kicks
overwhelmingly
in, m y thoughts have often
Christian, c o m m u 
turned from the task at hand
nity obsessed with
to broader questions about
niceness is not an
what I have gained over the
last four years.
accurate representa
Like many students, com
tion of culture in the
ing to Hope was m y first real
world today.
m
experience living away from
both my family and m y church.
Here, I found a supportive culture in the world today.
This is an observation that
and distinctively Christian
academic community that is hard to dispute.
Critics of the “bubble,” how
not only made the transition

ever, generally premise their
argument on the idea that by
not being more exposed to the
“real world” students are put at
a disadvantage.
There is no denying that
Hope’s culture differs from
that of our secular society to
day, but I would argue that
this culture is one of Hope’s
greatest advantages. Students
should think of their time at
Hope not as entrapment inside
a bubble but rather as a chance
to grow inside a welcoming co
coon; from which one will all
too soon be forced to emerge.
That is not to say Hope's
culture or academic programs
are perfect, far from it. Rather
it is an observation that Hope
presents a valuable alternative
to the norm in higher educa
tion today.
Just as giving an eight year
old a stack of R-rated movies
is not the best way to prepare
him for the realities he will
soon learn in middle school,
a college that is an exact mi
crocosm of the broader world

is not necessarily the superior
way to educate students.
The truth is, there are many
students who at the age of
17 or 18 are not equipped to

66

Throwing college
freshmen headlong
into the ‘real world’
during their first ex
perience living a w ay
from h o m e has just
as m u c h of a chance
to corrupt as it does
to strengthen.
m
thrive in the culture of large
secular university. Throwing
college freshmen headlong
into the “real world” during
their first experience living
away from home has just as
much of a chance to corrupt as
it does to strengthen. This is
especially true when it comes
to their faith. In retrospect,
I can say with certainty that

Hall, wondering what m y four It’s easy to imagine teach ent things and see what fits. On
years here would be like, but ers as these terrifying beings that note, you can never have
stillhesitant about m y choice to that dish out exams randomly too many contingency plans
come here. Although four years because they can impact our for a date.
3. Find a good balance:
seem to have flown by quick futures so easily. However, be
ly, I can say I made the right yond all the academics and pa Sometimes I would spend so
choice. Do I have any regrets? pers, they’re just human beings many hours working on home
No. Have I made mistakes? with flaws and issues similar to work that I suffered a mental
Plenty. But all the mishaps I’ve our own (except me, I’m flaw breakdown in the middle of
had, from missing the first half less) and many would relish the Pine Grove. Other times,
Austin Elluru of the time trial when trying the opportunity to get know us I would just blatantly lie to
Guest Columnist out for the cross country team
outside the classroom.
myself that school had been
on my second day of school to
2.
You don’t need to figcanceled due to a snow storm
Sadly, after a semester of de sleeping in and almost missing ure out your future just this and wouldn’t get out of bed for
priving you all of m y column, an exam last month, has helped moment: M y biggest mistake the day in the middle of Sep
this will by m y final thought shaped who I am and made me
before coming to college was tember. It’s important to work
process for The Anchor before a better person. Hope has left thinking that I needed to have hard for our future while also
I graduate. It seems like only me with an invaluable college a plan for m y future down to enjoying life. Figuring out the
yesterday when my sad parents experience that I could never the letter. As soon as Igraduat right ratio of how much work
were dropping me off at the find elsewhere. As a parting gift ed from here Iwas going to win vs. leisure makes life so much
residential hall, thinking that to the students, here are some
the lottery (twice) and publish better.
their son may never return. things that I wish I had known
a Pulitzer Prize winning novel
4. Seize the moment: There
H o w happy they’llbe once they the first day that I arrived here about my success. While hav are a lot of opportunities here,
find out I’m returning to live in four years ago.
ing a plan, or at least a gen and while all of them may not
their basement indefinitely af
1.
You can be friends with eral sense of what you’re doing work, you don’t know until you
ter I graduate.
your teachers: I’ll admit, the with your life is important, you try. So ask out that one girl
I still remember being that sight of teachers outside of the don’t have to figure everything you’ve been thinking about.
naive freshman wandering classroom or offices used to out just yet. Leave room to What's the worst that can hap
through the doorways of Cook send shivers down m y spine. move about and explore differ pen? She says no, then cruelly

such a school would not have
been a good fit for me.
The Hope cocoon provided
m e with a chance for growth
both academically and in my
faith and acted as a stepping
stone to the broader world.
Christian professors who
were able to share their faith
in Christ while also being ex
perts in their respective fields
showed me how there does
not have to be contradiction
between faith and scientific
reasoning.
The Christian nature of
the institution also does not
prevent differing ideas and
perspectives from being pre
sented. Our faculty today is
evidence enough that even
among Christians there is a
great diversity of opinions.
A
Christian faculty is
Hope's
greatest strength.
It is one that I pray will be
preserved for future genera
tions of students who come
from ever more secular back
grounds.

crushes your spirits by e m 
barrassing you in front of all
of your friends, forcing you to
wear a bag on your head for
the rest of eternity. O n second
thought, don't do that.
5.
Remember, your time
here is limited: Four years
goes by quickly, and if you’re
not careful, you might miss it.
There’llbe ups and downs, but
learn to appreciate all of the
moments because they’re fleet
ing.
I would not only like to
thank the teachers whose pas
sion and zeal for teaching al
ways out-matched my disdain
for going to class, but also the
other employees here from the
lunch ladies to the janitors who
gave their time to help me to
get to graduation. Also, thanks
to The Anchor for usually pub
lishing m y haphazardly written
articles.
The Anchor: You’re wel
come!

Seniors, w h a t d o y o u have to say about your time at T h e A n c h o r ?
Corben Barnett, Copy Editor: "Itwas dope”
Duncan MacLean, Sports Co-Editor: "See page 12.”
Hope Hancock, Co-Editor-In-Chief: "The reality of the phrase, 'Here one day, gone the next' is really setting in”
Nicole Metzler, Co-Editor-In-Chief: "THE CHYMES, for crying out loud.”
Alek Molenaar, Campus Editor: "It taught m e to be a better writer with a lot of red ink.”
Alex Belica, World Co-Editor: “It'spretty fun to see your name and thoughts in print every week.”
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Letter to the editor: Appreciate, criticize, Habitually Hope:
create dialogue, but back up your words Farewell to m y Anchor fam
before you m a k e hasty accusations

Chase Pearce
Guest Columnist
I am a freshman at Hope Col
lege and have been blessed to
live with an amazing commu
nity, prodigious academics and
the acceptance of Christ into my
life. I consider Hope to be my
new home, and it’s unfortunate
to hear attacks against its core
identity and principles. I want
to remind everyone that Hope
is a Christian, liberal arts center
of academics and holds to some
fundamental ideas with which
you may not agree. Even if you
don’tagree with Hope’smoral be
liefs or policies, it’s both confus
ing and distasteful to attend, but
then go around and condemn, its
practices. Here are some exam
ples Ihave come across.
M y first example comes from
an article printed in the last edi
tion of The Anchor where the
topic was the acquisition of con
doms. Towards the end at the
second to last paragraph, the au
thor stated “Hope College does
care about your health and well
being as long as it doesn’t inter
fere with their outdated values”.

W h y would you be going to
a school that you consider to
have such “outdated” values and
causes you an inconvenience? It’s
a well-known fact that premarital
sex isconsidered to be a sin from
a Christian perspective. Regard
lessofyour own morals, these are
the values that the college holds,
and I imagine they still care for
your health, even ifthey are not
passing out free contraceptives.
Also, Hope is not a clinic but an
educational institution and is re
sponsible for teaching you, not
providing minor or major health
care benefits. Please don’tchoose
to attend a college then mock the
values that the college and many
students hold dear.
The next example also comes
from The Anchor, in which the
topic of a liberal arts education
was discussed. This individual
was having a difficult time ad
vancing in comparison to some
one who had received a non-lib
eral artseducation. Itcomes back
to the label that Hope isa “liberal
arts” college.
The author stated, “Every
thing I believed about my educa
tion turned out to be a lie" and
that Hope “itselfis not to blame,
they’re just a symptom of the
problem”
While Hope is there to help
guide their students, it's also the
responsibility of the student to
know what they need to do in
order to be successful in the fu
ture. The author clearly states
that they “have done everything
Ineeded to do in these four years

at this school”. Pay attention to
the word “this." IfI wanted to go
into a certain field, did the re
search and found out that liberal
arts schools were not good for
that field, then perhaps it would
be best to reconsider my choices.
While Iam sorry that this person
has come across some obstacles,
it’s inappropriate to attack the
methodology of how Hope ap
proaches teaching, especially
when plenty of other students
seem to be making progress.
M y final example is related to
the President Knapp and Board
of Trustees conflict, specifically
about how Knapp should stay be
cause he’s making Hope more in
clusiveto groups that Christianity
doesn’t agree with. I will say this:
too much of either exclusivity or
inclusivity will be detrimental to
the identity of Hope. As Chris
tians and a Christian college, we
follow Christ's example to invite
all people, including the LGBTQ+ community, with a sense
of love. Yet, we cannot grow tol
erant of sinful behavior and must
take precautions that our invita
tions don’tdilute the groundwork
of Christ’s moral teachings here
at Hope. W e must refrain from
attacking each other and the col
lege and cooperate by engaging in
fruitful discussion to ensure both
goals are achieved.
It’s my sincere desire that we
can grow to appreciate the posi
tives that Hope offers and have
respectful and productive dia
logue for the perceived negatives
so that they may be resolved.

To forgive and be forgiven

Each human being en
ters this world with the na
ivete that humans are inher
ently good. This perception
is maintained until the first
instance of displayed evil in
forms such as physical, ver
bal or neglectful abuse and/
or oppression is encountered.
It is in this instance that each

child learns the way in which barriers will also serve as a
they shall see the world. This trap for the self. While evil
perception can be changed cannot penetrate, the selfcan
throughout their lifetime, but not escape.
Forgiveness is often misin
that becomes increasingly
more difficult as the person terpreted. It is not the accep
is assaulted again and again tance of the superficial state
with those similar evils that ment of “I'm sorry” nor is it
first shaped their world view. the profession of regret with
It is within a person’s survival intentions of relapse. It is the
instincts to cover and pro ability of those oppressed to
tect themselves from further decide that to be free of op
assaults. However, it is also pression and/or the history of
from within such instincts violence. It is necessary to al
that unintentional conse low the past to be a lesson of
quences, such as hate, jeal what the future will avoid.
To hold on to hatred and
ousy, fear and depression, can
grudges not only allows the
stem.
Without the ability to for oppressor a stronger hold on
give, each person begins to the oppressed but also greatly
collect bricks in order to cre limits the space for healing.
ate'a bulwark to keep such As Desmond Tutu has repeat
evils out of their lives-such edly expressed, there is a big

has been by far the best. Ithas
been during this last year that I
have reallybeen able to sort out
where Ifitin at Hope. And I’ve
made friends with some of the
most amazing students on this
campus. Many of these friends
have come through working at
The Anchor. So, because it’s
time of the year when every
student is allowed to be sappy,
H o p e Hancock I’m going to tell you a little bit
Co-Editor-In-Chief about the staffhere at The An
@HabituallyHope chor.
Let’s start with the copy
editors: Emily Johnson, An 
*Please note that because nie Lohrstorfer, and Corben
this is m y last column, I a m
Barnett. These three make up
using the oxford comma, dan- quite the trio. They come into
git. I can break A P rules this the office in shifts, and with
one time.
each new shift, the mood in
the office changes slightly. E m 
This past week I’ve been ily brings the sass. She tells
working reallyhard to mentally things the way she sees them,
prepare myself for the end of which is exactly what our staff
the semester. I have had some needs sometimes to keep us in
reallyamazing things happen in line. Annie joined staff at the
the last few days, including ac beginning ofthis semester. She
cepting a full-time job for after works sweetly and diligently.
graduation. For those of you She has been an amazing addi
who read m y stressed-out col tion and balances out some of
umns throughout this semester, the crazy. Corben (a.k.a white
you know this is a huge relief. Jesus) isthe crazy. I admire his
Eve also been chipping away abilityto rant even when no one
at wedding plans, looking for in the room agrees with him.
apartments, and deciding what
Then we have Sam Cole,
to do the week between gradu Melissa Bazany, and Jake Lazar.
ation and starting my new job.
Sam takes many ofthe beautiful
While I am super excited for photos that you see scattered
the many adventures ahead of throughout different issues of
me, I am also facing the reality the paper. She is a gifted and
that I am leaving the beautiful talented individual and balanc
Hope College campus to start es more extracurriculars than a
a completely new stage oflife:a lot of students. Melissa takes
stage that doesn’tinclude going care of our website. I’m sure
to school for the firsttime in 18 that this seems likeit’s probably
years.
not the most difficultjob given
Looking back over the last the current state ofour website.
four years at Hope, I can hon
See Farewell, Page 10
estly say that m y senior year

difference between forgive
ness and forgetting. Forget
ting is to dismiss all hurt and
suffering as if it did not mat
ter to the present moment. To
forgive would be to acknowl
edge the pain as a reality but
still be able to heal and move
forward with the idea that
nothing will ever be the same.
Without forgiveness, there is
no inner peace and without
inner peace there cannot be
systematic peace, for the sys
tem is made up of individuals.
As each individual builds
their private wall, the system
of society becomes a maze of
barriers and road blocks for
true connection with others.
Conversely, to ask for forgive
ness from a system isto ask for
forgiveness from your neigh

Our Mission: The Anchor strives to comm u n i ca t e c a m p u s events throughout
H o p e College a n d the Holland community. W e ho pe to amplify awareness and
promote dialogue through fair, objective journalism a n d a vibrant Voices sec
tion.

serves the right to edit d u e to s p ac e constraints, personal at
tacks or other editorial considerations. A representative s a m 
ple will be taken. N o a n o n y m o u s letters will be printed unless
discussed with Editor-in-Chief. Please limit letters to 5 0 0 words.

Disclaimer: The Anchor is a product of student effort a n d is funded through
the H o p e College Student Activities Fund. T h e opinions expressed o n the
Voices p a g e are solely those of the author a n d d o not represent the views of
The Anchor. One-year subscriptions to The Anchor are available for $40. The
Anchor reserves the right to accept or reject any advertising.

Mail letters to The Anchor c/o H o p e College, drop t h e m off at the A n 
chor office (located in the Martha Miller Center 151) or e-mail us at
a n ch o r @ ho p e . e du by M o n d a y at 5 p.m. to appear in W e d n e s d a y ’s issue.

Letter Guidelines; The Anchor w e l c o m e s all letters. T h e staff re

The A n c h o r will m a k e continuous efforts to avoid w r on g insertions, omissions

Advertising Policies; All advertising is subject to the rates, conditions, stan
dards, terms a n d policies stated in The Anchor's advertisement brochure.

bor and your community for
w h o m you have caused pain
because communities are the
building blocks of systems.
There is no hope for stability
and respect when both sides
cannot forgive and accept the
past. Those who have been
oppressed, therefore, have the
right to speak out and to be
empowered while the oppres
sor has the right to take own
ership of this infliction.
Forgiveness is a process of
gaining confidence in oneself
and in another to be able to
move toward mutual respect
and stability. It is the ability
to break down one’s personal
wall so that vision is no lon
ger blocked by hatred and ani
mosity.

a n d typographical errors. However, if such mistakes occur, this news p a p er
m a y cancel its charges for the portion of the ad if, in the publisher’s reason
able judgment, the ad has be en rendered valueless by the mistake.
Advertisement Deadlines; All ad a n d classified requests m u s t be submitted
by 5 p.m. Monday, prior to W e d n e s d a y distribution.
Contact Information: To submit an ad or a classified, or to request a brochure
or other information, contact our A d s Representative at anchorads@hope.
edu. To contact our office, call our office at (616) 395-7877.
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Sporty Spice: A letter to the people of H o p e
to say these things face-to-face.
(I stress that these are in no
particular order and there are
many more people at Hope that
have changed my life,but due to
length requirements, I couldn’t
include them all.)

Christina Mulder

Nicole Metzler
Co-Editor-in-Chief
@NICOLE_JA

The future is terrifying. I've
mentioned again and again that
I’m afraid to leave Hope College.
Two weeks ago, I wrote about
the reasons why I couldn't bare
with the thought of graduation:
my love for Hope, my uncer
tain future and my egotistical
tendencies. Upon much needed
reflection, I realized how wrong
I was. I’m not dragging my feet
because of these reasons, I’m
dragging my feet because of the
people I’ve met here.
Growing up, I didn’t have a
lot of friends. I was bullied and
couldn’t find my place. I never
would have imagined I would
have the opportunity to become
so close to so many people in
college. These people mean the
world to me and to face the real
ity of suddenly being separated
from them isheart breaking.
So, in my Anchor finale, I
would like to address some of
the amazing people I’ve met at
Hope because, let’s face it, this
introvert is certainly not going

We've bunked together for
four years now. That’s crazy.
Watching High School Musi
cal, singing Jesse McCartney
and chair dancing will honestly
be some of my favorite m e m o 
ries of college. You’re the only
one who knows what I look like
when I go stir crazy at 11 p.m.
and the only one who can calm
down my panic attacks with
songs about all the people who
did me wrong.
I’m going to miss living with
you outside of college, but I’m
sure you won’t miss my messi
ness. You’re the best, Woombie.

Kassandra Gancedo
Where do I begin? Bran
don Flowers, belting the Plain
White T ’s in Gilmore Hall, but
terfly therapy sessions... W e ’ve
clocked in so many hours of in
sane laughter in our three years
offriendship. Iwill never forgive
you for hating me for the first
few months of knowing each
other. That’s three whole months
of memories we missed out on.
When life seems like too
much to handle, you’re always
there. You feed me brownies and
encourage my magnet addiction
(maybe you’re not that great of a
friend after all).

Please never leave me, Kassand. I promise to refill your
marshmallow stash soon.

can stay close for many years to
come.

Duncan Maclean

We've been friends for less
than a year, but boy does it feel
like longer. You are honestly the
sweetest person I’ve ever met that is, unless you’ve eaten glu
ten. You are the positive force in
my life that helps me to see ev
erything as a good instead of a
bad. I’m so glad we both worked
at Public Affairs and Marketing
last summer because to have
gone through senior year with
out you would have been a trag
edy.
Thank you for you amazing
ness, your fun stories (cut those
bangs, already!) and your love
for life. I hope to someday be
more like you. Until then, I’ll
keep wearing my Reign Outfit
ter’s shirt (product plug).

Duncmaster4000. There is
not enough room in this column
for you.
Our friendship kind of start
ed out of nowhere and look
where we’re at now. We've spent
so much time together that I’ve
started talking likeyou and pick
ing up your mannerisms. Yikes.
I’ve even become Facebook
friends/Twitter followers/Instagram followers with the m e m 
bers ofyour family (shout out to
Jodi, the coolest m o m who isn’t
my own mom).
I want you to know how
much you mean to me, which
I think you’re already aware of.
You’ve gotten me through some
pretty tough stuff and made me
laugh when I thought I couldn’t.
You are the person I go to when
I'm feeling nervous, anxious, sad
and scared, and surprisingly, you
have incredibly sound advice. I
will never forget our many Dun
can/Nicole conversations and
I hope you realize there’s many
more of those to come.
Your friendship is invaluable
to me and I know that one day
you’re going to be on national
television and I’m so excited to
watch you and think back on our
days at Hope Update. I'm unbe
lievably lucky to be able to call
you one of my closest friends
and I hope you break your bad
communication habit so that we

Sophie Guetzko

Julian Morrison
I wish you knew how much
you mean to me. You are one
of the few people on this earth
who I feel really, truly gets me.
I don’t know how exactly we got
so close so quickly, but itwas ob
viously meant to happen. Iknow
you’re a social person and you
have a listof47 people who you’d
rather see in a day than me, but I
feel honored to get to spend the
time I do with you (even if it’s
being stranded in Vegas).
Thanks for being there when
I needed someone to talk to and
thanks for always feeling like
you could trust me with your
own stories. I may be graduat

ing, but I’m staying in Holland.
Ilook forward to tutoring you in
history, but Ilook forward more
to getting paid in Trident Lay
ers. Thanks for always making
me laugh and for making me feel
like I'm not the odd one out.
#BEANAB #bricklivesmatter
#oranges #thing

Adam Nottoli
Adam Bernard Nottoli. M y
son. W e have a weird friend
ship. I remember being in Rob’s
creative writing class and think
ing, “Wow, this Adam kid is
pretty awesome. I wish we were
friends.” Flash forward nearly
two years and you’ve become
my son. Talk about the ultimate
friendship.
And now you’re taking over
my position as Co-Editor-inChief for next year. I would say
Icouldn’tbe prouder, but let’s be
real. Your rise through The A n 
chor started a little rocky when
you both applied and inter
viewed for the Sports Co-Editor
position within the same day the day I was emailing out staff
hiring decisions.
But there’s a reason I asked
you to apply to be on staff in
the firstplace. I saw your poten
tial back in Rob’s class and I see
your potential today. You are go
ing to be an amazing leader for
this organization, an incredible
English teacher and an even bet
ter friend. I’ll miss your insane
sneezes and hilariously descrip
tive stories.
see
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Leaving behind s o m e of the coolest cats o n this c a m p u s
♦ Farewell, f r o m p a g e 9
BUT! Melissa has been work
ing with Public Affairs and Mar
keting to roll out our new, and
very tasteful, site that should go
live in the fall! Jake isour money
man, technically referred to as
the Ads Manager. Generally, he
keeps to himself and works be
hind the scenes, coming into the
office often when no one else is
there. However, his apparently
deep passion for Star Wars gave
him reason to consider a career
in satire for The Ranchor in the
fall.
Duncan MacLean and Adam
Nottoli man the Sports section
of the paper. Confession: this is
the one section of the paper that
I basically never read. However,
that doesn't diminish the en
joyment that I find in working
with Duncan and Adam. Adam
knows literally every Disney
song ever sung, and I have got
ten many laughs from finding
him passionately lip-syncing “A
Whole N e w World." According
to my mom, Duncan is the “jock
who is always on the floor" from
what she’s seen in our docu
mentary series this semester. I,
however, find Duncan's ability to
creatively entertain himself from
the floor to be praiseworthy. For
example, if you ever desire to
toss an Expo marker so that it
lands on the tray on the white
board while doing a handstand
and singing, Duncan can prob

ably figure it out. And when he
falls, well, then you’ll likely find
him on the floor complaining
about something.
The Voices section is one of
the most diverse because a great
variety of students choose to
write for it, and they can write
about whatever they want. Han
nah Pikaart is the lucky woman
who gets to sort through and
edit all of these. Hannah is ex
traordinarily thoughtful. I don’t
think I have ever heard her say
something that I haven’t been
100 percent sure she’s thorough
ly thought through before letting
itcome out ofher mouth.
While Voices is diverse be
cause of the students who write,
Features is uniquely diverse be
cause of its flexibility. Amanda
Lowry has written about every
thing from stress relief to build
ing your own lightsaber. I met
Amanda as a prospective stu
dent, full of questions and eager
to startcollege. It’s funny to look
back on that memory and then
think that we work together now.
Amanda isjust as eager and ex
cited as when I met her, and I’ve
never seen her smile leave her
face.
Amber Carnahan and Becky
Downing run the Arts section.
They’ve had some interesting
feedback this semester and have
done a greatjob ofresponding to
it. The two of them work togeth
er better than any other pair on
our staff(sorry, staff). This year

has been one of the most inter
esting in Arts, as they’ve found
a great balance between things
happening at Hope and also in
popular culture.
Alex Beliea and Alex Swain
make up the A A team for World.
Alex B. has really unique inter
ests and angles that he takes on
articles and stories. When we
were covering the controversy
surrounding President Knapp
the lastfew weeks, he was able to
provide us with some legal jar
gon and information that heav
ily shaped our story. Alex S. is
one of the most gifted journalis
tic writers I know. I remember
the first article I read of his. I
was shocked at how naturally it
comes to him. What you can’t
tell by his writing, though, is
that he has the most bizarre ver
nacular of anyone I know. His
creativity in creating words and
phrases is unmatched.
Alek Molenaar. The campus
editor. And you best not forget
it. Alek likes to claim that he
is the sole editor of the campus
section. This is true for this se
mester, but he could probably do
a better job of giving the people
who have helped him out some
more credit. He also claims to
be the most responsible person
on staff. And he has a sense of
humor and sarcasm that meshes
well with almost everyone at
The Anchor. In a lot of ways, he
is someone who keeps me sane
while simultaneously driving me

insane.
though I look forward to getting
Our advisor, Mark Lewison, a full night of sleep on Mondays
does the best old woman impres from here on out, I am going to
sion. Enough said.
miss production nights and stay
Production Manager is a ing up until 4 a.m. to see The A n 
fancy titlefor the person on staff chor unfold each week.
Our staff has put together
who gets stuck with some of the
most mind-numbing and most some amazing issues this school
important jobs at The Anchor year. W e wrote about the ter
outside of actually putting to rorist attacks in Paris with a
gether the paper. Sophie Guetz perspective unique to Hope Col
ko is our jack-of-all-trades. She lege. W e convinced people that
is the second-in-command after we were taken over by the Calvin
the Co-Editors-in-Chief. Sophie College newspaper. And we cov
is genuine and caring. I never ered the recent controversy sur
question her intentions because rounding President Knapp better
goodness runs through her as than the major news stations, in
naturally and as strong as a river m y opinion.
runs through a canyon.
I will never forget the m e m o 
Last, but certainly not least, ries that I’ve stored up while
is Nicole Metzler. Together, we working for The Anchor. Istart
lead this family of goofs. Now, ed as a student just looking for
I know this sounds cheesy, but something relevant to my major
Nicole completes me. I’ve thor to add to m y resume, but I am
oughly enjoyed being Co-Editor- leaving a student who is abso
in-Chiefwith her because ofhow lutely in love with this student
well Ithink we complement each organization. The thought of
other. I have learned so much leaving this family I’ve made here
from her throughout this school is heartbreaking. I don’t think
year. To top itoff, she has an im there is another large group that
peccable sense ofhumor, and she I will miss more than the people
loves Captain America ...a lot.
I’ve worked with at The Anchor,
What do each of these char both past and present.
If you're considering apply
acteristics say about the staff at
The Anchor? We're quirky. The ing to work for The Anchor, I
Anchor is probably one of the hope that you immediately send
most eclectic and goofy student in your application. Adam and
groups you could ever be a part Amber are going to be the new
of on campus. At the beginning and fearless Co-Editors-inof the year, we all joked about Chief, and I trust that they will
being a family, but that is truly continue on the legacy of The
what this staffhas become. Even Anchor for its 130th year.
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NFL off-season changes abound
Adam Nottoll
Sports Co-Editor
©A damNottoli

Not all of the action of the
National Football League hap
pens during the regular sea
son. Player, coach and draft
pick choices being picked up,
dropped and traded indicate
differences in teams’ chemistry
that might change the very fab
ric of the league. This past off
season, many changes occurred
that may potentially have pro
found changes in the world of
the NFL. Here’s a quick update.
The Giants fired Head Coach
Tom Coughlin, who held the
position since 2004. In the time
since his inauguration, he’s led
the Giants to two Super Bowl
victories, though in that time,
the team has had only four sea
sons of over 10 wins. Ben McAdoo took the place ofthe legend
ary coach.
Many large NFL names left
the league. Marshawn Lynch
retired after nine seasons run
ning the football. At 30 years old
and after injuries causing him
to miss nine games in the 2015
season, he decided to call ita ca
reer. Lions receiver Calvin John
son, drafted in the same year as
Lynch, also called it quits. Long
regarded as the best receiver in
the league, and possibly in his
tory, Johnson recorded over

11,000 yards in his career and
leftan ailingLions team. Charles
Woodson brought his 18-year
career to an end the same year as
fellow draftee Peyton Manning.
Both were considered among
the best in history, and all four
of the retiring players will likely
find their way into the Hall of
Fame in fiveyears.
With the departure of M a n 
ning, itwas assumed that Brock
Osweiler would take the mantle
ofa strong Denver team. Howev
er, $72 million in contract funds
later, Osweiler found his way to
the Houston Texans. With Osweiler's departure as well, the
Broncos find themselves with
only Mark Sanchez to start next
season. The Dolphins also made
a lot of changes. The Dolphins
sent the No. 8 overall pick over
to the Eagles for the No. 13 over
all pick, Linebacker Kiko Alonso
and Defensive Back Byron Max
well. The Eagles freed up mil
lions in cap space, while the Dol
phins added two solid picks to
their defensive roster. And with
the departure of Oliver Vernon,
the Dolphins also signed Mario
Williams.
The Rams returned from St.
Louis to Los Angeles and then
traded a bunch of picks to ac
quire the number one overall
pick in the 2016 draft. With
this pick, they’re likely to take
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Professor Moreau
I was incredibly nervous to
start college. I was fairly over
whelmed, but when I sat down
in your English 113 class, I
knew college was going to be
just fine. There was never a m o 
ment when I doubted that you
cared about each and every one
of your students. Your kind soul
was present at every class meet
ing and is still there when I see
you around campus. Even after
all these years, you still keep up
with what I’m doing. In fact, I
know you'll see this note be
cause you stillread m y columns.
Thank you for allofyour kind
words of wisdom and encour
agement. I hope that when I’m a
professor someday, Iwill be able
to touch the lives of my students
in the same ways you do.

The Anchor
H o w could I write my good
bye letters without including the
people who love me even at my
worst? You are m y family away
from home, and if we're being
honest, you probably know more
about me than m y actual family.
Even though our time as a group
is coming to an end and we’llbe
traveling to new places and get
ting realjobs and finallysleeping
on Monday nights, there will al
ways be a place in our hearts for
our family.
I cannot believe this is the
end. I remember my very first
article: men's soccer at the 13th
annual
Bergsma
Memorial

Tournament. It took up a whole
page! I’ve been the unofficial
beat reporter forsoccer for three
years now and I’ve loved every
single minute of it.
Thank you, Anchor, for giving
a quiet girl a voice and a space
to geek out about sports. I may
only be 22 years old, but I know
without a doubt, I will never be
a part of a more inclusive and
amazing group of people as I am
now. When I think back on my
time at The Anchor, I won’t be
thinking of the nights without
sleep or the amount of hair Ilost
from stress, Iwill be thinking of
Swain acting like an ape, Adam
sneezing his brains out, Alek
and Duncan fighting like middle
schoolers, The Chymes and all
of the other absolutely hilarious
moments that came from this
hallowed office.
I have to thank my co-editor
Hope Hancock for helping me
lead this crazy group of people.
W e came into this year with the
goal of being the best Anchor
staff yet, and it’s safe to say we
reached that goal. I appreciate
you more than you know and I
wish I had more room to write
about you.
I love you, Anchor family. I
cannot wait to see how success
ful you all become and where
you allend up. Iwill be there for
you in times of happiness and
times of tribulation. You mean
everything to me. Thank you for
making my experience at Hope
College better than I could have
ever imagined.

T h i s W e e k In S p o r t s
Wednesday

April 27

Men’s tennis
vs. Olivet College at 4 p.m.

Thursday

April 28

Softball
Double Header
vs. Manchester University
at 3:30 p.m. a nd 5:30 p.m.

Women’s lacrosse
vs. Calvin College at 6 p.m.

W ikimedia

THE BIGGEST M O V E — Technically the largest m o v e in the

Friday

April 29

NFL, the St. Louis R a m s relocated across the country to L.A.

Baseball

University of California Quar
terback Jared Goff. Meanwhile,
the Philadelphia Eagles traded a
bevy of their picks to the Cleve
land Browns, who released
Johnny Manziel, for the number
two overall pick, with the likeli
hood of taking Carson Wentz,
the Quarterback from North
Dakota State.
Big name players such as Arian Foster, Ryan Fitzpatrick, and
Chris Long stillremain unsigned
to a team. Josh Norman was just
signed by the Washington Red
skins after being unable to come
to an agreement with the Caroli
na Panthers. Josh Gordon is still
smoking marijuana, though the
NFL has been continually bring
ing the hammer of punishment
down. Trent Richardson, a failed
running back in the past, signed
with the Baltimore Ravens,
dropped 22 pounds and looks
ready for the season. Speaking

Double Header
vs. Albion College
at 2 p.m. a n d 4:30 p.m.

of weight loss, after a series of
statements about his weight and
his failure to perform where he
should, Greenbay Packers Runningback Eddie Lacy seems to
have shed some weight during
the offseason as well.

Women’s tennis
vs. K a l am az oo College at 4 p.m.

Saturday

April 3 0

Women’s lacrosse
vs. Saint M a r y ’s College at 1 2 p.m.

Men’s lacrosse
vs. Trine University at 2:30 p.m.

In B r i e f

DUTCHMEN VSGRFC

On Friday, the Hope College
men’s soccer team played an
exhibition game against an un
likely and unfamiliar opponent.
Grand Rapids Football Club
CALLING IT QUITS - L o n g (GRFC), a new minor-league
regarded as the No. 1 receiv professional soccer team hailing
er In the league, and possibly from, you guessed it.Grand Rap
of all time, Calvin Johnson ids, came to campus to try their
ends his career on top.
skill against a Dill collegiate op
ponent. They left hanging their
heads. Hope scored the only
goal ofthe game due to what the
GFRC Twitter described as “an
unfortunate defensive mistake.”
GRFC is spending their pre
Nicole Metzler
1,500-meter at 4:43.06 to cap season playing collegiate teams
Co-Editor-in-Chief
ture the 11th spot.
from the area including a match
@NIC0LE_JA
Both the men’s and women’s up with Grand Valley State Uni
teams will continue on with their versity and an upcoming game
The Hope College men’s season at the Hillsdale Gina Re against Aquinas College. Their
second season as Grand Rapids’
track and field team impressed lays on April 28-30.
many with their school recordThe M I A A Championships premiere football club begins in
breaking performance at the take place on May 5-6 at Olivet May and isfun for all ages.
Grand Valley State University College.
This season, the track and
A1 Owens Classic last Saturday.
EDITORIAL POSITIONS
f
i
e
l
d team has been scoring high
Dion Goliday (T6), Justin Free
man (T9), Matt Pelyhes (17) and at numerous events, meets and
The Anchor sports section
Boone Marois (16) clocked in a invitationals. Most recently, the
4x100 time of 41.48 to take sec teams finished first overall on has two editing positions for
both sides at the Alma College next semester. The two editors
ond.
work hand-in-hand as co-ed
The previous record was set Invitational on April 16.
Other big performances from itors of the section. Responsi
in 2010 at 42.07.
The event was not scored and earlier on in the season included bilities include attending a short
included schools from all divi a third place finish for the w o m  production meeting on Sunday
en and a second place finish for afternoons and participation in
sions of the N C A A and NAIA.
Also seeing glory was Nicho the men in Emory during the production nights every M o n 
las Salomon (17) as he took first Georgia Classic on March 25-26 day. Editors are in charge of
in the 800-meter run. His time as part of their spring break trip. organizing staff writers and as
signing them things to cover,
of 1:51.12 was enough to give
editing their pieces for grammar
him the second fastest 800-me
and AP style and finally placing
ter time in school history, miss
the stories and building pages
ing the record by 0.62 seconds.
using InDesign. Editors are paid
Marois finished fifth in the
a stipend every semester for
100-meter dash at 11.08 and
their efforts. Proficient skill in
took seventh in the 200-meter
AP style, English grammar, hav
dash with a time of 22.37.
ing fun and staying up late are
Goliday saw eighth place in
recommended for allapplicants.
long jump with 6.75 meters.
To apply, send a fully formed re
Over on the other side, the
sume and two writing samples,
women also performed well in
journalistic if possible, to anmany of their events. Rachael
chor@hope.edu. Staffing deci
Webb (18) finished her 800-me
Hope A thletics
sions will be made by next year’s
ter race in 2:15.6.
Rachel Satkiewicz (18) took TOUCHING G L O R Y - Nich Editors-In-Chief and will be an
10th in the 400-meter dash with olas S a l o m o n (’17) is well nounced before the outset of the
within reach of the 8 0 0 - m e  2016-17 academic year. Other
a time of 59.65.
positions are available as well.
Erin Herrmann (17) ran the ter school record.

G o o d b y e letters to H o p e Track a n d field claim
records at G V S U

♦ Letter, from

n

Final issue sports update: Playoffs?!?
Duncan MacLean

season. Their 6-3 record, while
still stellar, is misleading. These
ladies have been tearing up the
This is the final issue of The MIAA. After winning their sea
Anchor this year and, subse son opener against Otterbein
quently, the final Anchor sports College, the girlstook on Daven
update of the year. Here is one port University before heading
final update on the state of Hope to California for a pair of games
College athletics this spring. W e in the sun. They dropped all
three of these contests, provid
hope you find itinformative.
ing themselves with a heavy loss
Men’s Lacrosse
The mens lacrosse team got column. Like their male coun
off to a rocky start this season, terparts, the womens lacrosse
dropping their firstthree games. team is not one to count out.
Fortunately, they padded their Since M I A A league play begun,
schedule with non-conference ,the girlsare a perfect 6-0 against
contests at the beginning of the M I A A opponents. They have
year. After those three losses, just Calvin, Trine and St. Mary’s
the team seems to have had a College to take on before their
wake-up call. They fired offnine chance at a tournament cham
straight wins, breaking the pro pionship.
Wo m e n ’s Tennis
gram win streak record. Then
The women’s tennis team
April brought about the M I A A
portion ofthe schedule. The men just needed a littlesun and warm
took their first three conference weather to get their swings cali
games in stride, defeating Calvin brated. They dropped all four
College, Adrian College and Ka contests they had in February
lamazoo College handily. With before sweeping March and their
high hopes, they entered the training trip 4-0. They returned
second half of conference play to the Midwest and dropped a
and dropped their game with tightly contested match against
league leader Alma College by Kenyon College before ripping
one point. Most recently, they off a nine-game winning streak
suffered a crushing loss to Olivet which has stretched significant
College 23-7. The Dutchmen ly into M I A A play. They have
have just two conference games taken out Calvin, St. Mary’s,
leftthis season before the M I A A Alma, Albion and Adrian. They
tournament, against Albion Col have contests against Kalama
lege and Trine University. They zoo and Olivet remaining before
sittied for third in the standings the tournament on May 5-6.
at 3-2 in conference play. After The Dutch sittied for firstin the
failing to make a tournament ap M I A A standings with Kalama
pearance last year, this team is zoo. At 13-9 their overall record
ready to fight through the end of eclipses the Hornet’s greatly, but
the season. Watch for the men’s their matching 5-0 M I A A record
lacrosse team in the M I A A tour keeps them in a jam for the over
ney in the firstweek of May.
all No. 1. Calvin sits just behind
Wo m e n ’s Lacrosse
at 5-2.
The Flying Dutch lacrosse
Men's Tennis
team has been impressive this
Speaking of slow starts,
Sports Co-Editor
@ D uncmac4

the men’s tennis team coined
the term this year. After losing
their one match in January and
stumbling through five losses
and a tie in February, the team
finds themselves sitting in sec
ond behind perennial champion
Kalamazoo in the conference
standings. Their training trip in
Florida gave them their firstwin
of the season. They returned for
M I A A play in March and started
grinding. They took down Trine,
Calvin, Alma, Albion and Adri
an. They have one final match
against Olivet on Mar. 27. At
6-11 overall and 5-2 in M I A A
play, the men have found a way
to stay relevant this year. Ka
lamazoo recently captured their
78th straight regular-season
title. As usual, the rest of the
conference isplaying for second,
and the Dutchmen this year
have just as good of a chance as
anyone.

Softball
Flying Dutch softball has
packed in an impressive 34
games since their opening day
on March 18 in Clermont, Flor
ida. O n their trip down south,
they won nine of 12 games and
got offto a hot streak.
After returning home, the
girls hit a bit of a slump, drop
ping a pair of games to Aurora
College, as well as Alma and
splitting a double with Trine.
They then travelled to the Illinois
Wesleyan Tournament where
they lost three of four games.
Hungry for some wins and to
climb in the M I A A rankings, the
softball team took double wins
against Kalamazoo, Olivet and
Albion. Last weekend, they took
a close game from St. Mary's
before dusting them 7-0. Their
next two M I A A contests come

against Calvin on April 27 and
Adrian on April 30.
Currently, they sit in third
place behind Alma and Trine
who share 11-1 M I A A records.
The Dutch command their spot
with a 9-3 record ahead offourth
place St. Mary’s 7-5. Calvin and
Adrian, their remaining oppo
nents, sit sixth and seventh in
the conference at 5-7 and 4-8,
respectively. With wins against
these inferior teams, expect this
team, like many others here at
Hope, to make a promising and
impressive run at a high finish in
the conference.

Baseball
The Holland Homer's sea
son could be described as a
roller coaster. They split their
opening series 2-1 then travelled
down to Florida to take on some
far-flung competition. They took
the first game 3-2 and the sec
ond game 11-6. Their success in
Florida ended there, however;
they dropped the rest of their
games on the trip and returned
to campus 4-9. The M I A A sea
son then got underway with a
series against Alma. They won
the first game but lost the re
maining three. Against Calvin,
the baseball team won both
games at home but dropped the
two in Grand Rapids. The boys
performed better against Ka
lamazoo. They won the series
3-1, then moved on to sweep
the hapless Olivet Comets. Their
winning ways continue through
to the present, defeating Trine
3-1 in their series last week. Al
bion and Adrian will give the
Dutchmen their final test with
a two four-game series to close
out the season.
May brings about the M I A A
tournament, where the Dutch

men will be playing for keeps.
Adrian sits at first in the con
ference with a 17-3 record. The
Dutchmen are tied with Kalam
azoo for second with four less
wins. A solid showing in their
final series with the Bulldogs
could poise them for a shot at
the title.

Men's Golf
The men hit the links for
the spring portion of their sea
son following an M I A A title in
the fall.They have played in four
tournaments and taken first in
three of them, finishing runnerup in the remainder.
The M I A A began its selec
tion process for the automatic
bid to the N C A A Division III
Championships last week. Hope
finished the first round in first
and will host the final two 18hole rounds at Wuskowhan
Player’s Club this coming week
end. The M I A A team with the
lowest cumulative score will
earn the conference’s automatic
national bid.

Wo m e n ’s Golf
From the women’s tees,
Hope is continuing their suc
cess. The Flying Dutch golfteam
kicked off their spring season
with four straight invitational
wins; from home to Florida,
these girls can strike. They then
took down Calvin in match play
5-0-1, before heading to the Wisconsin-Whitewater Invitational
at which they finished third.
Their national qualification
process is the same as the men;
the first round of the women’s
qualifying tournament will kick
off on Wednesday, April 25,
2016. The women, like the men,
are defending a M I A A champi
onship from this fall and are the
favorite to win thisyear’s bid.

Sportier and spicier: M y Anchor journey
Duncan MacLean

I knew Iwasn’t cut out for.
Enter Nicole, current CoInitially, The Anchor served Editor-in-Chief, then staffwriter
as an experiment. The idea of and current friend. “Duncan,
Ihave written and edited for me pursuing a career in journal why don’tyou write for The An
The Anchor for two years. Four ism was more laughable than an chor? You really should.”
semesters. One half of my col N B A team winning 73 games in
At the outset of junior year,
lege career. M y introduction to one season.
Nicole came through, Iwould be
the organization and itsamazing
At the conclusion of my writing for The Anchor. Being
staffserves as a clear-cut turning sophomore year, Iwas a lost boy. an avid sports fan, as well as an
point in my Hope College expe set on pursuing a communica athlete at Hope, paired with Ni
rience. The Anchor provided tion major, but still completely cole’s patented strong-arm tech
me with direction, skill and undecided as to what sort of ca niques, I had little to no choice
pleasure, all because one day I reer or opportunities such a ma as to which section I would be
reached out and tried something jor would provide.
joining: sports.
M y grasp of AP style was
non-existent, I spliced enough
commas to give any copy editor
an aneurism and Idid not have a
stance on the controversial and
polarizing issue of the oxford
comma. Under Nicole’s abrasive,
yet helpful, wings, Ilearned how
to make and miss deadlines, the
natural balance of the head and
assistant editor relationship, and
that the sports section isthe best
section of The Anchor. Always.
adoj-j
I suppose I proved myself
0006~ZZf6f I W ‘o n v i i o h
CHVd
a worthy correspondent. I was
0006 xog Od
a&nsoj -s-n
granted the position of Staff
j-s H ± n 3 i f i
pa^josajj
Writer after publishing just one
aOHDNV
jijojj-u o m
article. Prodigy yes, I know. I
3031103 aJOH
learned how to make swimming

Sports Co-Editor
@D uncmac4

almost not boring and fellin love
with sports I had never watched
before, like volleyball.
Then I traveled to the dark
side. In another episode of “why
not” with Duncan MacLean, af
ter just one semester of writing,
Iwas hired to fillin as the C a m 
pus Co-Editor. I teamed up with
world-renowned goober Alek
Molenaar to take on the opening
two pages of our storied paper.
From Visiting Writer’s Series’to
the most fun winter break ever,
we covered it all. W e learned to
deal with flaky, bad, overzealous
and even non-existent writers.
After one (ah) semester
writing and one (ah) semester
on staff, The Anchor had taken
me prisoner. I returned for my
triumphant final lap in my right
ful position as Sports Co-Editor.
I teamed up with the overquali
fied and under-appreciated
Adam Nottoli (future EIC due
to my training) for the best year
the sports section has seen since
the prolific 1994-95 year of Greg
Paplawsky.
The Anchor, despite itslim
ited chronological presence, has
been an invaluable part of my

Hope College career. Here, at
the conclusion of my farewell
column, Ifind myself quite emo
tional. This organization, in cir
culation since 1887, has taught
me not only technical lessons
concerning the journalism in
dustry, but also about people,
stories, writing, art and life. It
helped m e find a major and in
dustry I truly have passion for.
I credit The Anchor (and Hope
Update) with giving me the little
professional direction I current
ly command.
There is so much to soak up
in this world that is too often
passed over by “busy” people.
In a final word of advice: don't
let your passions be busy. En
joy what you do at all costs,
and every once in a while, blow
something off. There is some
thing cooler than that swim
meet against Alma your editor
is insisting you cover. Be a stew
ard of the world. Experience all
you can at any cost. Live boldly,
write everything, read endlessly
and most importantly, do it as
an employee of The Anchor.
And yes Nicole, itwas me. Press
passes was me, nearly every time.

